Superb Carneros Wine: On Tap
Wine on tap is all about what goes in the glass. By offering wine on tap, we bring fantastic wines
straight to market in the fewest possible steps. Wine goes from the winery, to our barrel, to the glass.
No bottles, no labels, no corks – just great wines, fresh everytime!

THE BENEFITS OF WINE ON TAP

SAINTSBURY WINES

Wine on tap is better for profits and better for the planet.

2020 Carneros Chardonnay

X

The aromas of this lively Chardonnay are

Less Waste, More Green
One re-usable barrel holds the equivalent of
26 bottles. No bottles, no corks, no labels or
cardboard. Less to manufacture, less to ship,
less to store, and no trash. Wine on tap:
saving the planet, one glass at a time.

focused stone fruit and citrus rewarded
with flavors of pear and Meyer lemon.
FRUIT SOURCE: Carneros

2019 Carneros Pinot Noir
A well-structured Pinot Noir with aromas of
raspberry and briar. Cherry, cola, and juicy

A Perfect Pour, Every Time

boysenberry flavors are both bright and lush

Inert, flavorless, colorless and odorless gases
preserve the wine as it is pushed through our
barrels, eliminating oxidation and preventing
spoilage.
The 130th glass is as fresh as the first no
matter how long it takes to empty the barrel.

on the palate.
FRUIT SOURCE: Carneros

2020 Vin Gris of Pinot Noir
Delicate pale terra cotta in color with aromas
and flavors ranging from pear, stone fruit,
wild strawberry and blood orange. Bright and

Streamlined Service

structured acidity make this wine perfect for

No corks to pull, no bottles to stock,
inventory or recycle. Wine service just
got a whole lot more efficient.

warm days and evenings.
FRUIT SOURCE: Carneros

THE UPSIDE // take it to the bank
Here’s how wine on tap can boost your bottom line. Plug in your numbers to see the math work for you.
VARIETAL

GLASS PRICE

BARREL
PRICE
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PER BARREL
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BARREL
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x130=

–

=

$

— 650 =

$

x130=

–

=

$

— 650 =

$

* based on 5-oz pour

QUESTIONS? Free Flow Wines — info@freeflowwines.com or (415) 626-1215
Gary Bulger | Saintsbury — gary@saintsbury.com or (707) 252-0592

Everything You Need to Know About Wine on Tap
MEET THE FREE FLOW WINE BARREL
Premium wine goes straight from the barrel at the winery to the barrel under the taps.
Here are the specs:
SIZE: Height: 23.25”. With keg coupler and line attached to tap: 26.25”. Diameter: 9.25”.
WEIGHT: 58 pounds when full. 14.5 pounds when empty.
CONTAINS: 5.16 liquid gallons = 26 750ml bottles = 130 5-ounce glasses.
COMPATIBILITY: Standard US Sankey fittings.
MATERIALS: 304-grade Stainless Steel
STORAGE: Whites and reds can be stored at same temperature and location as cased goods.
LIKES: Keeping great wine really fresh. Also likes travel and the environment.
CARE & FEEDING: When empty, distributor picks up from the restaurant and Free Flow then
picks up from distributor’s warehouse, to be returned to CA where they are cleaned and refilled
with more great wine.

INERT GAS: A BARREL’S BEST FRIEND
Premium wine is “pushed” out of a barrel by inert gases: gases that preserve Saintsbury’s fine
wines as they flow out of the barrel. Free Flow Wines recommends that restaurants use
Guinness ® Gas,” a blend of 75% Nitrogen and 25% CO2. Food-grade Nitrogen and CO2 are odorless,
colorless and flavorless gases. Pushing wine out of a barrel with Nitrogen preserves the wine.
A small amount of CO2 blended with the Nitrogen helps preserve the freshness of the wine, for
months at a time. Argon or food-grade Nitrogen gas may also be used to push wines from
barrels, though “Guinness ® Gas” is the preferred solution.
These gases are available from any company specializing in beer or soda gases.

WINE DRAFT SYSTEM: YOUR LOW-MAINTENANCE FRIEND
Wine draft system parts are different than beer draft system parts. See the Micro Matic wine
on tap parts catalogue for more information. Free Flow Wines NEVER recommends using
a beer line or a wine line. Instead, Free Flow recommends designing and installing a separate,
wine-only, draft system with Micro Matic parts. These parts (lines, shanks, faucets, etc) will be
able to withstand the higher alcohol and higher acid found in wine versus beer.
The higher acidity and higher alcohol in wine, versus the yeast and sugar content in beer,
keeps the wine lines cleaner for longer than a beer line. Silvertap recommends cleaning wine
lines once every three months. A certified Micro Matic technician can clean wine lines rapidly
and inexpensively.

QUESTIONS? Free Flow Wines — info@freeflowwines.com or (415) 626-1215
Gary Bulger | Saintsbury — gary@saintsbury.com or (707) 252-0592

HOW IT WORKS “Papa was a rolling stone...”
The barrel: to market and back again for refilling. Deposits are paid and credited on each trip.

FULL

FULL FULL

EMPTY EMPTY EMPTY

FULL

FULL FULL

EMPTY EMPTY EMPTY

READY? HOW TO INSTALL A WINE DRAFT SYSTEM
Micro Matic is the largest dealer of draft system parts in the world. Their nationwide network of dealer/
installers are the experts who live, breathe, build and service beer and wine draft systems.

Start by contacting: Micro Matic at (800) 435-6950 to find your local certified dealer/installer

Nationwide network
of dealer installers.

Wine, like beer, is governed by state and local laws. The cost of the wine draft system is the responsibility
of the restaurant. Remember: because there is no waste nor spoilage of wine from a Saintsbury barrel, the
cost of the installation will in many cases be covered with the profit from the first few barrels sold.
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